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Abstract. We present ReproducedPapers.org: an open online repository for teaching and structuring machine learning reproducibility. We
evaluate doing a reproduction project among students and the added
value of an online reproduction repository among AI researchers. We use
anonymous self-assessment surveys and obtained 144 responses. Results
suggest that students who do a reproduction project place more value on
scientiﬁc reproductions and become more critical thinkers. Students and
AI researchers agree that our online reproduction repository is valuable.
Keywords: Machine learning
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Introduction

Reproducibility is a cornerstone of science: if an experiment is not reproducible, we should question its conclusions. Yet, machine learning papers are
lacking reproductions [7,12]. Possible reasons may include a misaligned incentive between reproducing results and the short-term measures of career success
associated with more ‘wins’ [26] and publishing ‘novel’ work [15]. Nevertheless,
high-impact can be achieved, for instance, when a reproduction fails spectacularly, e.g. [6,8,10,11,14,16,18,19,24]. Yet, these take colossal amounts of manual
eﬀort [1,2,9,22] or massive resources [16,23]. There are venues for publishing
reproductions [3,4,25], which are typically peer-reviewed and thus uphold various selection standards to guarantee quality. We argue that this emphasis on
quality is a hurdle for sharing light-weight reproductions. Important and useful examples of light-weight reproductions include partial results, small variants
on the algorithm, hyperparameter sweeps, etc. Low-barrier options are indeed
available in workshop challenges [13,21] organized at conferences such as ICPR,
NeurIPS, ICLR, or ICML. However, such avenues are hard to maintain on a longterm basis, as a workshop may or may not be organized. We argue that there is a
need for a low-barrier and long-term venue for machine learning reproductions.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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A complementary angle on low-barrier reproductions is to improve university
student training. We should teach the next generation of machine learning practitioners the importance of the reproducibility of research work, as done in other
computer science domains such as computer networking, where results reproduction is the means to learn new material [30]. Doing a reproduction project
in a course aligns with several important learning objectives for machine learning students. Among others, students (1) should be able to read, critique, and
explain a scientiﬁc paper; (2) implement a method; (3) run, evaluate, investigate, and extend existing research or code; and (4) write clearly and concisely
about code and methods. A reproduction project also lets students experience
diﬀerences between published results and an implementation, which stimulates
a critical attitude and allows reﬂections on the scientiﬁc process.

Fig. 1. A screenshot of ReproducedPapers.org. We allow multiple reproductions of the
same original paper and investigations of several aspects, such as Reproduced, Replicated, Hyperparameter check, etc. Our online repository is user-centered: its suﬃcient
if a user sees value in uploading some form of reproduction. Having such a repository
is well-suited for students and adds structure to reproducibility in machine learning.
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In this paper, we align the beneﬁts of an online reproduction repository
with those of teaching reproducibility. We introduce ReproducedPapers.org: an
open, light-weight repository of reproduced papers which ﬂexibly allows any
sort of reproduction work, see Fig. 1. This repository beneﬁts the research community while at the same time being well-equipped at accepting contributions
from students. Although the standard of student reproductions might be lower
than those required for peer reviewed reproductions, they can still give valuable
insights such as clarifying which parts are diﬃcult to implement or identifying the
reproducibility level of elements. Such online reproductions are a low-threshold
portfolio-building opportunity, which in turn may prove a valuable incentive to
start doing more reproductions, as well as an opportunity to facilitate sharing
reproductions that otherwise would not have been shared.
Our online repository shares traits with other light-weight, bottom-up, grassroots community eﬀorts such as ArXiv [5], Open Review [28], and Papers with
Code [29]. Other eﬀorts on facilitating reproducibility include software for reproducible and reusable experiments [20], open speciﬁcation neural network diagrams [17], and a framework for automatic parsing of deep learning research
paper to generate the implementation [27]. Similar to these approaches, in our
work, we combine the traits from online repositories with those of tools facilitating reproducibility by providing an online repository that facilitates teaching
as well as structuring reproducibility.
We make the following contributions. 1. We propose a new online reproduction repository; 2. We conduct a proof of concept with students from an MSc
Deep Learning course to perform a reproduction project and populate the repository; 3. We evaluate the usefulness of the repository among AI researchers and
the learning objectives among students by anonymous surveys.

2

The Online Reproduction Repository

We performed a proof of concept experiment with a reproducibility project for
students of the MSc Deep Learning course taught by this paper’s last author at
Delft University of Technology (TU Delft). We solicited relevant papers among
university staﬀ and ensured that (i) data is available, (ii) it is clear which table
or ﬁgure to reproduce, and (iii) the computational demands are reasonable.
Students were also allowed to themselves suggest a paper to reproduce. On their
paper of choice, they worked in groups of 2 to 4, for 8 weeks, for approximately
one-third of their studying time (i.e., about 13 h a week). For grading, students
submitted a blog in PDF and also the URL of an online version of their blog to
ReproducedPapers.org to populate the repository. For students who do not wish
to share a blog with the world, we oﬀer a private option, which is only visible to
course administrators. The option to publicly blog about reproducing machine
learning provides an simple opportunity for students to build an online portfolio
while simultaneously incentivizing making reproductions.
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Table 1. Diﬀerent aspects of reproduction which are highlighted as badges (see Fig. 1).

Aspect

Description

• Replicated
•
•
•
•
•
•

A full implementation from scratch without
using any pre-existing code
Existing code was evaluated
Reproduced
New evaluation of hyperparameter sensitivity
Hyperparams check
Evaluating new datasets to obtain similar
New data
results
New algorithm variant Evaluating a diﬀerent variant
Rewrote/ported existing code to be more
New code variant
eﬃcient/readable
Additional ablation studies
Ablation study

We explicitly allow for light-weight reproduction eﬀorts such as evaluating
existing code, checking only certain parts of the paper, proposing minor variations, doing hyperparameter sweeps, etc. Our current options (aspects) are
shown in Table 1, and we will add others as the need arises. Authors label their
reproduction with the relevant aspects themselves.
We developed ReproducedPapers.org in-house as a simple web application.
It is implemented by this paper’s ﬁrst author, and its source code is available on
GitHub1 . Registering is necessary only when adding reproductions. Currently,
the repository has 90 registered users and hosts 24 unique papers and 57 paper
reproductions. Most papers have multiple reproductions, and only ﬁve reproductions are marked as private. The top-3 most-used aspects are Replicated (32
times); Reproduced (29 times) and Hyperparams check (17 times). Figure 2 whose
data is derived from self-reported blog posts by users shows both success and
failure rates to be around 40%.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Current ReproducedPapers.org statistics. (a) Reproduction success rates; (b)
Number of reproductions per paper ID.
1

https://github.com/CVLab-TUDelft/reproduced-papers.
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(a) Doing a reproduction changed how I view the scientific process.

(b) Doing a reproduction made me more critical of results in scientific papers.

(c) Doing a reproduction made me value reproductions more.

(d) Doing a reproduction was a valuable experience for me.

(e) I would like to do this again.
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Fig. 3. Responses to survey questions from students who contributed to
ReproducedPapers.org. Letting students themselves do a reproduction promotes a critical mindset (a and b), and teaches the value of scientiﬁc reproductions (c). In addition,
the students considered it a positive experience (d, e). We conclude that these traits
align with our learning objectives.

3

Survey Analysis

We evaluate student learning objectives and how AI researchers perceive our
online reproduction repository by analyzing the results of small anonymous surveys for two groups: (i) students who recently added their reproduction to our
repository and (ii) anybody identifying her/himself working in AI. The second
group was invited to the survey through social media and emails. Both groups
share the same questions, where the students have ﬁve additional questions to
evaluate education. The survey data is available at ReproducedPapers.org2 .
We received a total of 144 responses: 43 from course students and 101 from
third-party AI researchers all over the world. Of the latter, 87 identify themselves
as a junior or senior researcher, and 14 as a student.

2

https://reproducedpapers.org/survey-data.zip.
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Evaluating Student Learning Objectives

The survey questions and results can be found in Fig. 3. We evaluate the following
objectives.
Doing a Reproduction Project Increases Critical Thinking. Results in
Fig. 3(a) show that doing a reproduction taught most students something new
about the scientiﬁc process. Figure 3(b) suggests that students become more
critical to published results.
Doing a Reproduction Project Makes Students Value Reproductions
More. The results in Fig. 3(c) indicate that after doing a reproduction, a great
majority of students place more value on scientiﬁc reproductions.
Students Find a Reproduction Project a Positive Experience. The
results in Fig. 3(d,e) demonstrates that students valued the work and prefer
to do a reproduction more often. Results suggest that having a reproducibility
project teaches skills considered important by both student and teacher.
3.2

Evaluating the AI Researcher Survey Respondents

Figure 4 shows results for the third party AI researchers. We found the following.
The AI Researcher Survey Respondents Find Online Reproductions
Valuable. Results in Fig. 4(a,d,g) show that students and, especially, researchers
ﬁnd an online reproduction valuable and useful. According to Fig. 4(i), there is
no clear preference for doing a reproduction or writing a paper. Figure 4(e)
suggests that the perceived value of reproduction by the community is smaller
for researchers than for students.
The AI Researcher Survey Respondents Find an Online Reproduction
Repository Valuable. Results in Fig. 4(b,c) show that students and researchers
appreciate an online reproduction repository. Figure 4(f) shows that researchers
are less likely than students to help contribute by doing reproductions.
The AI Researcher Survey Respondents See an Educational Role for
Courses Where Students Do a Reproduction Project. Results in Fig. 4(h)
show that researchers and students agree that reproduction projects should be
used more often in courses.
Additionally, we make the following observations from Fig. 4:
(i) When compared to students, the researchers think the community values
reproductions less (e) and want their own team to work on reproductions
less (f ). This may suggest an inverse relationship between perceived value
and willingness to contribute. Yet, when comparing researchers against
themselves, most think the community values reproductions, and most
researchers would like to contribute.
(ii) More researchers want their work reproduced (g) than that they are willing to
contribute (f ). Can we place our hope on the students as future researchers,
as they are much more willing to contribute?
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(a) An online reproduction attempt adds value to the original paper.
Student
Researcher

(b) An online reproduction repository adds value in addition to PapersWithCode.com
Student
Researcher

(c) An online reproduction repository increases the perceived value of doing a reproduction.
Student
Researcher

(d) Before implementing a paper/method, I would consult an online reproduction.
Student
Researcher

(e) Doing a reproduction is perceived as valuable by the community.
Student
Researcher

(f) I would like to contribute by adding a reproduction.
Student
Researcher

(g) I would want others to reproduce my own work.
Student
Researcher

(h) More university courses should have a reproduction project.
Student
Researcher

(i) Writing a new paper is more valuable than doing a reproduction.
Student
Researcher
50

0

50

100
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Strongly disagree
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Neutral
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Strongly agree

Fig. 4. Responses to survey questions by 57 students and 87 self-identiﬁed AI
researchers. The survey question is in the sub-caption. Researchers and students agree
that: Reproductions are valuable (a, d, g), that an online repository adds value (b, c),
and that more courses should use a reproduction project (h). Researchers diﬀer from
students in that researchers more strongly ﬁnd a reproduction valuable (a), and would
consult online reproductions more (d). Researchers think a reproduction is valued less
by the community (e) and are less likely to contribute with reproductions (f). Students
and researchers both do not agree among themselves if a new paper is more valuable
then a reproduction (i), suggesting that the answer is ‘it depends’. We conclude that the
respondents welcome an online repository for teaching and structuring reproducibility.

(iii) There is a clear consensus that reproductions are valuable (a, d, g, i) but
some researchers feel that the community does not reward it enough (e).
Therefore, an important question is how we can change the perception of
a low reward for doing reproductions, beyond repositories as reported on
here.
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Discussion and Conclusions

It should be clear that our results and corresponding analysis are rather
preliminary. We are convinced, however, that they warrant low-barrier and
long-term solutions accommodating research reproduction. Our Reproduced
Papers.org provides one such outlet. We hope that future analysis of the further
accumulated survey data may sketch an even clearer picture. We hope others
consider reproducing our eﬀort.
The main conclusions that we draw at present are the following three. 1.
Doing a reproduction course project aligns well with learning objectives, and
students ﬁnd it a positive experience. 2. A reproducibility project improves the
perceived value of reproductions, and allowing students to blog online about
their reproduction project oﬀers an extra incentive to do a reproduction. 3. AI
researcher survey respondents are positive about online reproductions and a
reproduction repository.
We ﬁnally call on the community to add their reproductions to the website ReproducedPapers.org and deploy it in courses: may the next generation of
machine learners be reproducers.
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